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Vilca and its Use 

SIRI VON REIS ALTSCHUL 

Botanical Museum 0/ Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass. 

It generally has been assumed that the Peruvian substance known as 
Vilca is, or was, a snuff made from a Piptadenia in the family Leguminosae 
(Safford, 1916; and later authors). However, there is evidence in the litera
ture and in unpublished materials that Vika may involve other plants as 
well, and that it may have been used in forms different from snuff. I would 
like to examine this evidence with a view to opening new areas in the search 
for psycho-active drugs. 

The discussion which follows is based in part on research in the ethno
botany of the strictly New 'Vorld genus Anadenanthera, which formerly 
was considered as section Niopa of the genus Piptadenia and is known com
monly as the source of some hallucinogenic snuffs. The genus Anadenan
thera contains two very similar species which have not been shown to differ 
significantly with respect to their psycho-activity, and which may have been 
used interchangeably. One species is Anadenanthera colubrina, found in 
southern Peru, Bolivia, northern Argentina, Paraguay and southern Brazil. 
The other species is A. peregrina, ranging from southeastern Brazil to the 
Greater Antilles. (von Reis, 1961; von Reis Altschul, 1964). 

The discussion also will make use of information which recently has be
come available. This information has been selected from nearly 6,000 field 
notes from a search of almost 2,500,000 herbarium specimens at Harvard 
University (von Reis, 1962). Dr. Richard Evans Schultes and I have just 
completed this project and intend to publish our data as soon as it is feasible. 1 

Let us look first at the earliest references to Vilca, which are to be found not 
in the herbarium but in the post-conquest literature of Peru. Around 1571, 
Polo de Ondegardo reported that the witch doctors of the Incas 2 foretold 
the future by speaking with the devil in some dark place by means of various 
ceremonies, for which office they intoxicated themselves with an herb called 
Vilka, pouring its juice into chicha or taking it another way. The reporter 
stated that, although only old women were reputed to practice this craft, in 
fact its use was widespread but concealed among men and boys, as well. In 
1695, Santa Cruz Pachacuti spoke of a medicine called vilka which was the 
seed of a tree. Two years later, Gonzalez Holguin said that Villca referred to 
a tree with a pu~ative fruit. An early report by Falcon (1946 ed.; in Yacov
leff & Herrera, 1935) indicated that the Indians took a purge called Vilcas 

1 This project was carried out through the sponsorship of The Botanical Museum of Harvard 
University. It was supported by Smith , Kline & French Laboratories; the National Institute of 
Mental Health; and the Lilly Research Laboratories. We are very grateful to tbe stall's of tbe Gray 
Herbarium and Arnold Arboretum of Harvard University, especially to Professors Reed C. Rollins 
and Richard A. Haward , respec tive directors, for generous permission to use their facilities and 
herbarium materials. 

2Murdock's Outline oj South .american Cu/tu1'es (1951) has been used for classifying all the 
Indian cultures dealt with in this paper. 
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(or elilcas) which was beneficial to those who worked too hard. In 1629, 
Vasquez de Espinosa said that the pods of the vilca tree had small, round 
seeds which were the common purge of the Indians for all sorts of humors. 
Some years later, in 1653, Bernabe Cobo stated that the Indians used a de
coction of the roots of a Polypodiulfn fern with two or three Vilca seeds to 
remove phlegm and choler without pain or nausea. He gave a fair, but not 
diagnostically adequate, description of the tree called Vi lca, and maintained 
that the Indians cured a variety of illnesses with the purgative seeds taken 
in chieM. These seeds were said to be both laxative and emetic and to dis
pel melancholy. Cooked and drunk in honey, they cleared the chest, stimu
lated urination and made women fruitful. 

Modern writers usually identify the name Vilca with the species here 
called Anadenanthera coVttbrina (Herrera, 1934; Lastres, 1951). In 1916, 
Safford statedJhat seeds labelled Huillca and secured from an Indian drug 
vender in southern Peru had been identified as belonging to Anadenanthera. 
Herrera reported in 1940 that the seeds of Huillca (Herrera 31210) are a 
narcotic-cathartic element in the indigenous pharmacopoeia. Yacovleff & 
Herrera (1935) have said that the seeds are sold as purgatives in the local 
markets. Recently, Vargas confirmed in a letter (1966) from Cuzco that herb 
doctors in that vicinity continue to use the seeds for this purpose. Cardenas 
has stated from Bolivia that the same species, known as Willca, is used as a 
stimulant and aphrodisiac by the callahuayos (1943), or itinerant medicine 
men who travel today between Chile and Mexico (H. C. Cutler in conversa
tion, 1966). The seeds also have been used in our time as charms or fetishes 
by the Quechua Indians of northwest Bolivia. At the market in La Paz one 
may buy, among other goods for similar purposes, seeds of A. colubrina and 
of other leguminous species in the genus Ormosia. These seeds and other 
items are buried, for magical purposes, under houses in the process of con
struction (Nordenskiold, 1907; Pardal, 1937). 

In the course of the herbarium search mentioned above, we found two 
specimens labelled Vilca. Both belonged to Anadenanthera colubrina. One 
was from sou thern Peru (Departamento de H uanca veIica, Weberbauer 6505) . 
The other was from east of La Paz, Bolivia (Canamina, White 1254). These 
data indicate that A. colubrina indeed is identifiable with Vilca, but they do 
not insure that V ilca is referable exclusively to this plant. 

For one thing, it is especially difficult to establish botanical identifications 
in the early literature. Apparent inconsistencies or omissions in plant descrip
tions, and the lack of voucher specimens require that we habitually entertain 
the possibility of altogether new interpretations, particularly among groups 
like the legumes, where many similar species may be mistaken one for another. 
In fact, the widespread representation of the Leguminosae in native medi
cine suggests that a pharmacological screening of its New World genera for 
psycho-active compounds might be a worthwhile undertaking. 

In conjunction with our herbarium search at Harvard, we found three 
species with common names similar to Vilca but from families other than the 
legumes. These were a Peruvian specimen of Baniste:ria leiocarpa (Mal
pig hiaceae, Vargas 12044) labelled Vilca bejuco, or climbing Vilca / a Vene
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zuelan specimen of Virola sebifera (Myristicaceae, Steyermark 60'758a) 
labelled wirca~veijek, whose inner bark is said to be dried and smoked by witch 
doctors to cure fevers; and a Peruvian specimen of Baccharis floribwnda 
(O()mpositae, West 3735) labelled Ullccochilca, a species also reputedly cura
tive (Macbride &; Featherstone 1631).3 

In addition to these interesting attributions, our herbarium search re
vealed information which does not relate directly to Vilca but which I will 
present here because it v€ry much bears upon the search for psychoactive 
drugs. T~s information consists of common names of Anadenanthera species 
which have come to light in connection with new plants. The accompanying 
map (Fig. 1) shows the distribution of the common names 'Of Anadenanthera 
species in Sauth America, based upan labels 'Of specimens examined . . With 
these names and their lacatians in mind, I wauld suggest that the fallowing 
species be exa:mined chemically far passible pharmacalagical activity: in the 
Asclepiadaceae, Asclepias curupi (Balansa 1361) fram Paraguay, labelled 
Ourupi, the pawdered leaves and a decactian 'Of the plant said to be applied ta 
snake bite; in the Euphorbiaceae, three species 'Of Sapium from Uruguay, 
labelled Ourupi (S. gibertii, LO?r/;bardo 3048; S. haematospermurm, Lombardo 
3047; S. linearifolium" Lombardo 3344) ; in the Rubiaceae, Guettarda vibw'
no ides fram Brazil, labelled Angico (Mexia 5583) ; and in the Leguminosae 
from Brazil an undetermined Pitlwcellobiurrn (Krukoff 188'7), Piptadenia 
contorta (Mexia 4438), both labelled Angico Branco; and Mimosa malaco
centra (Mexia 5624) labelled A ngiqttin, w hase leaves are used to make a tea 
for pain. 

Further afield fram Anadenanthera but pertinent ta the 'Objectives of the 
canference are a few surprising new cambinatians: in the Oonvol!vtblaceae: 
twa species 'Of Ipomoea (1. denticulata, I. tiliacea, W. H. &; B. T. Hodge 
3323,3318, respectively) fram the island 'Of Dominica, West Indies, labelled 
Oaapi; in the Leguminosae, Oalliandra calothyrsis (Standley '23846) and 
Le'IJJCaena guatemalensis (Standley '7356'2), both fram Guatemala and labelled 
Yaje; in the Oompositae, Trichocline incana (Meyer 3982) fram Argentina, 
labelled 001"0 and said to be smoked with tobacco. The ward 001"0 has ap
peared naw and then in the early chranicles and has been linked previausly 
with Anadenanthera and (the raat 'Of) wild tabacco (Caba, 1890-93 ed.; 
Uhle, 1898) but never, ta my knawledge, with this plant: Accarding to Caba, 
001"0 pawder was drunk in water far detentian 'Of urine, 'Or taken as snuff 
far headache and to clear the visian. 

I wauld like ta return naw ta Vilca and ta review some 'Of the batanical 
cam man names similar ta it in the published literature. The species ascribed 
ta these names perhaps shauld receive critical attentian, toa. Vilcaran has 
been assaciated with Piptadenia rigida (Burkart, 1949) in Argentina. Vil
caparu is a w'ard far yellow maize (Ganzalez Holguin, 1607) from Bolivia 
(A. Grobman in canversation, 1961). Htbilllco means species of Ipomoea and 

3 Any pharmacological research on these and other species cited in this paper should be preceded 
by a verification, by a competent botanist, of the correct identification of tbe specimens cited. 
The research should be bused on the spec imen cited, as designated by the collector's name and field 
number. All specimens are In the collections of the Arnold Arboretum and Gray Herbarium of 
Harvard University, Cambridge, Muss. 
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the Nyctaginaceous genus lrJirabilis (Herrera, 1934). Tara Huillca has been 
identified as A nadenanthera colubrina (Yacov leff & Herrera, 1935), but 
Tara, alone, refers to another legume, Oaesalpinia tinctoria (Herrera, 1934). 
W ilea Ta1"1..vi has been assoicat~d with the leguminous genus Lupinus (Lastr~, 
1941). The chronicler Pama de Ayala (1936 ed.; Lastres, 1941) reporred that 
the Indians purged themselves once a month with bilca tauri, made from 
some kind of seeds ground into a liquid, half of which was drunk and half 
of which was taken as an enema which was said to give the Incas strength, 
health and a 200 years life span. At the time of the conquest, the word 
Vilcu referred in Aymara to a plant with yellow, bird-like flowers (Cabo, 
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1890 ed., Vol. I). It also meant ivy (Villcu) Gonzalez Holguin, 1607). Our 
herbarium search unearthed two specimens of the climbing Oompositae, 
Mikania cordi/olia (Mexia 801/12) from Peru labelled Huaco verde, and M. 
Mu.stoniana (Oaec. et Ed. Seler 5475 (396» from the ruins of Palenque, 
Mexico. Villca or Huacca both meant idol (Gonzalez Holguin, 1607) or 
something sacred to the Incas. Hence, the possibility that If/ikania species 
might have been ritual plants deserves a thought. 

One might sum up what generally has been known of the role of Vilca 
in Peru at the time of the conquest by saying that it seemed to be confined 
mostly to simple folk-medicine, its divinatory aspects divorced from formal
ized religion. Rowe has stated (in Steward, 1946) thak narcotics were un
important to the Inca culture and that none was taken expressly to obtain 
visions; the strongest substances reputedly used were coca, tobacco and 
Vilca. The main curatives were Ohicha, Vilca and tobacco (Fornee, 1885 ed.), 
and Peruvian medicine consisted primarily in blood-letting, purging with 
Vilca, and in taking tobacco (sayri) snuff (Garcilaso de la Vega, 1688 ed.). 

Besides its occurrence with reference to medical botany, the term Vilca 
appears so frequently and in such a variety of contexts in the historical nar
ratives of Peru that one is led to suspect that it may have had a great 
antiquity and that plants passing under its name may have had greater 
ritual importance in earlier times than at the time of the conquest. Various 
forms of the word meant enema or clyster (Vilca or Vilca.s in Gonzalez 
Holguin, 1607; Vilca Tarvi or Vilcatauri in Lastres, 1941; Vilcachima in 
Lastres, 1951; Vilcana in Gonzalez Holguin, 1607, Lavoreria, 1902, Mossi, 
1860) ; the giving of an enema (Vilcani in D'Harcourt, H)39, Gonzalez Hol
guin, 1607, Mossi, 1860, Lavoreria, 1902); a syringe (Vilcana in Mossi, 
1860; uilcachina in Poma de Ayala, 1936 ed., Lastres, 1951); or a small 
stick commonly used to clean the rectum in the Cuzco area (Vilcachina in 
Lastres, 1951). The same root is found in the words for dootor or surgeon 
(Vilca-Oama in Velasco, 1840 ed.) ; priest or informant (Villac in Lastres, 
1951) ; and ostrich-like chief (Surivilca in Lastres, 1941) ; and in designa
tions of familial relationships (Vilca or Vilcay in Gonzalez Holguin, 1607, 
in Mossi, 1857, 1860). In 1671, Ogilby stated ,that in the Chilean language 
Vilca meant mother-in-law; n Hilca meant one-eyed person. Among the 
Araucanians, a pivillca was a flute (Medina, 1882). In the area of the Dia
guita culture, Vilka is today a surname of Quechua or Calchaqui origin 
(Ambrosetti, 1917). 

Essentially, however, Vilca \vas one of the two names mentioned earlier 
by which the Peruvian Indians called their idols or goG.s. It was used 
to describe whatever was first, original or important (Lastres, 1941), and 
to refer 'to any sacred place or thing (Cobo, 1890-93 ed.; Garcilaso de la 
Vega, 1688 ed., 1941-44 ed.; Gonzalez Holguin, 1607; Mossi, 1860). These 
include words for an idol (Huacavilca in Lastres, 1941), a temple (Hua
rivilca in Cieza de Leon, 1864 ed.), a town or village (Vilca or Vilca.s in 
Cobo, 1890-93 ed.), bodies of \vater (Vilca or Vilcas, 'a river in Garcflaso de 
la Vega, 1688 ed.; Vilca-Mayo, a river in St. Cricq, 1873-74 ed. Vilca-cocha, 
a lake which flows into the Vilca-Mayo in St. Cricq, 1873-74 ed.), a valley 
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called the Paradise of Peru (Vilca-Mayo in Cieza de LeOn, 1864 ed.), a 
mountain peak (Vilcanota in Garcflaso de la Vega, 1688 ed., 1941-44 ed.; 
Huanca Vilca in Lastres, 1941; Vilcaconga in Cobo, 1890-93 ed.) or a sierra 
(Vilca or Vilcas, Vilcanota in Cobo 1890-93 ed.), a province (Vilca Pampa 
in Cobo, 1890-93 ed., Garcflaso de la Vega, 1688 ed., 1941-44 ed.; Vilca or 
Vilcas in Cobo, 1890-93 ed., Cieza de Leon, 1864 ed.) or a people (Vilca or 
Vilcas in Garcflaso de la Vega, 1688 ed., 1941-44 ed.; Ohumbivilcas in Cobo, 
1890-93 ed., Garcflaso de la Vega, 1688 ed., 1941-44 ed.; Huancavilca in 
Cieza de Leon, 1864 ed.) . 

Among the ritual paraphernalia which seem to relate to Vilca are the vilca 
ronco (Gonzalez Holguin, 1607), small coca-filled baskets which were thrown 
into the fire at animal sacrifices in Cuzco. One might mention, also, the vilques, 
earthenware jugs with which ,the Indians toasted their dead, after which 
the chicM contained in them was poured over a round stone which they 
worshipped in the middle of a plaza (Cobo, 1890-93 ed.). The chronicler 
Acosta (1584, folio 104) relates that the Spanish conquerors ordered the 
Incas to stop worshipping the sun, moon and so on, " ... ni tengays villcas, 
ni guacas, ni figura de hombre, ..." 

An Incaic version of the origin of the medicinal Vilca (Santa Cruz 
Pachacuti, 1927 ed.; Yacov left & Herrera, 1935) states that an Inca captain 
named Villcaquire, being struck down in war by his nation's enemies, the 
Chanca, requested that he be buried in the trunk of a nearby tree which, 
he foretold, would produce villca seeds, to dispell all bad humors and choler 
from his people. The story takes place a:bove a river on the Aporima road. 
Specimens of Anadenanthera colubrina (West 3679, 38;;0) have been iden
tified from the Department of Apurimac. I would not be surprised to 
learn that the story was a relatively modern one which served the needs 
of the Incas to attribute to their own invention something which had its 
origins in much earlier ,times. It is tempting to wonder whether the medicinal 
Vilca had had an important role among the people named Vilca, who were 
numbered among the Chanca (Garcflaso de la Vega, 1688 ed.). Legend 
has associated the Vilca with edifices whose art and grandeur, built cen
turies before the Inca monarchy, was much admired and emulated by the 
Inca culture (Cobo, 1890-93 ed.) . 

Modern archaeology has cast doubt as to the veracity of some of the his
tories in the early narratives, and, geographically, it is not easy to locate 
many of the places referred to in the sixteenth and seventeenth century 
writings on Peru. However, a number of names incorporating the term 
Vilca can be found today on a map of southern Peru, correlating in general 
with the distribution of Anadenanthera in that country. 

Archaeological data suggest that the use of enemas was more widespread 
in pre-conquest times than it was when the Spaniards arrived (Heizer, 1944; 
Nordenskiold, 1930; Velez-Lopez, 1930). What was used in these enemas 
and in the tubes and ,tablets of the neighboring regions has not been deter
mined, to my knowledge. Anadenanthera seeds have not been found at any 
Peruvian sites, as far as I know. The Oebil snuffs used at the time of contact 
among the Mataco and Vilela cultures of northern Argentina appear to 
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have been Anadenanthera-derived. But the use of this genus further south 
beyond its natural distribution is less likely. Yet there, further south, the 
Comechingon Indians took something called Sebil through the nose (Sotelo 
Narvaez, 1915 ed.), and the Huarpe Indians chewed a substance called Oibil 
for endurance (Ova.lle, 1703). Perhaps one even should ask whether the 
monumental weeping god with the tear-streaked cheeks at Tiahuanaco in 
Bolivia might be depicted in a state of intoxication from a powerful snuff 
or emetic. 

This paper has posed many more questions than it has attempted to 
answer, but it has been instrumental in pointing out some unusual approaches 
to a better knowledge of Vilca, which could serve as a model for studies 
on other little known so-called narcotics. The facts gathered here suggest 
that a number of hitherto unsuspected species should be analyzed for psycho
activity, and that the drug plants used 'by man in the New World may 
prove to constitute a richer and more elaborate complex than we yet have 
been led to believe. The early writings deserve to be read again, and her
barium information should be sought more assiduously. 
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